LIMITLESS
CONNECTIVITY
Secure, stable & simple
to install and expand

RMX Box
Wirelessly collect data from multiple
devices, sending it to the RMX Cloud via its
dedicated cellular connection.

RMX Radio
Wireless radio for communicating
equipment or device information to the
RMX Box.

RMX Hub
For connecting remote or mobile
equipment to the RMX Cloud cellularly.

Here are a few of the many reasons why
Uptime-IoT is right for your business:

Your Data
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You choose who has access to your data and how
they can use it.
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RMX I/O
For connecting to equipment or devices
without digital controller or for custom
instrumentation.

RMX Accessories
Full catalog of approved and tested
accessories to make customization and
installation on any equipment.

SOLUTIONS
THAT WORK
Engineering Expertise,
Real-World Experience
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Security
Separate cellular connection means hackers can’t
use RMX to control or access company intranet.

Online Portal
Where there's web, there's Uptime-IoT. Live statuses
are a click away - (customize access per user).

System Configuration
Not just asset monitoring. Combine assets to create
systems without limits per site or company.

Email + Text Notifications
Alerts Utility allows you to setup and configure
notification preferences for each individual user.

Compatibility
Immediately connect to any equipment controller type
or custom instrumentation from any manufacturer.

Expandable
Expand to an unlimited amount of assets at any time.
As your IoT needs grow, so does your Uptime-IoT.

MORE
EFFICIENCY,
MORE
UPTIME
INDUSTRIAL IoT SOLUTION

Data Analytics
Graph, export, and analyze any data point.

Reporting
Build reports that are easily viewable and can be
sent by email per your chosen schedule.

Onsite Data Storage
The integrated memory means that you'll never
lose data regardless of cellular signal.

CONNECT WITH US

t. 502-805-2578
e. info@uptime-iot.com

www.uptime-iot.com

RMX 2.0 Platform

REAL-TIME
NOTIFICATIONS

CONNECT
ANY ASSET

Email and text alerts keep you informed of

Uptime-IoT's customizable, cloud-based system is
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Off-The-Shelf Tools That Provide Infinite
Potential
Easily monitor and analyze any equipment in real time. Our
hardware enabled platform and accessories allow for
wireless connection to any asset or sensor — accessed
securely from any online device, anytime.

System Monitoring
View live status and production for all
equipment and systems.

Companies Dashboard
View current status of all monitored
companies.

Smith & Co.

Leblum Inc.

TG Global

Hilltop Factory

Surrey 747

Arara Tanks

Dobbs Ferry

Northport Ironworks

Buser Boatyard

Krakis Co.

Lucas Ford

Puls Pearson

Mancini Duffy

Britannia Yard

Oakes Auto

Elan Flow

Analytics & Reporting
Graph, export or generate custom
reports for any data point.

Asset Details
Access real-time readings for all
monitored equipment.

CONTINUOUS
VISIBILITY
Efficiently delivered with simple to
navigate, multi-level dashboards.
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